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Refillable Charging Buckets
40430 40431 40433

5 square charging 
buckets, lids & labels 
per case 

l/w/h:   
7.7" x 7.7" x 6.0"

5 rectangular charging 
buckets with handle & 
hinged lids per case
 
l/w/h:   
10.0" x 8.0" x 5.4"

5 round charging  
buckets with handle & 
dispensing lids per case
 
l/w/h:   
7.75" x 7.75" x 7.6"

 CLASSIC TOWELSCLASSIC TOWELSCLASSIC TOWELS
PART # FORMAT PALLETIZATION CHARGING BUCKET

97102 12" x 13" • 1/4 fold
10 poly bags of 50 towels (500/case)

60 Cases 
TI/HI: 6/10

40430  
&  

40431

97103 13" x 17" • 1/4 fold
300 towels per dispenser box

78 Cases 
TI/HI: 13/6 40431

97800 6" x 9" • 180 wipes per center-pull roll 
12 rolls/case (2,160 wipes)

42 Cases 
TI/HI: 7/6

40433
97802 12” x 11” • 90 half-folded wipes per center-pull roll  

6 rolls/case (540 wipes)
60 Cases 

TI/HI: 6/10

97107 Includes 6 poly bags 97102 (300 towels) plus 1 rectangular charging bucket w/ hinged lid

97801 Includes 4 rolls 97800 (720 wipes) plus 1 round charging bucket w/ dispensing lid
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PP rotecting human health and safety has never been 
more of a priority. Per CDC guidance, a crucial aspect of 

reducing exposure to germs is routine cleaning, sanitizing and 
disinfecting of frequently touched surfaces. 

Surface cleaning in high traffic institutional settings calls for 
CLASSIC® professional grade disposable towels, available in 
several sizes and formats, to accommodate a wide variety 
of task work. Made from bulky, high performance apertured 
material, these towels quickly pickup debris and easily rinse 
out after surface cleaning.

Use your preferred chemical with confidence because CLASSIC 
towels are compatible with commonly used sanitizers and 
disinfectants. These high performance towels readily charge 
and thoroughly release solution without reducing efficacy. To 
create a customized soak & wipe system for cleaning, sanitizing 

or disinfecting, simply fill out and apply the supplied GHS-
compliant label to the refillable charging bucket and place 
CLASSIC towels inside. Prepare your preferred liquid chemical 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions, pour it evenly 
over the wipers, and securely close the lid to prevent spills and 
keep contaminants out. The resulting portable surface wiping 
system creates access to a fresh, charged wiper for every task. 
After the last wiper is deployed just refill the bucket with wipers 
and the same chemical indicated on the label. 

CLASSIC towels are also an excellent option for use in dip & wipe 
open bucket sanitizing methods and spray & wipe procedures.

Customizable surface wiping systems from MDI are 
reusable to increase the life of the system and flexible to 
accommodate your unique sanitizing needs.

Starter  
Kits


